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Infants

November 2020

Oh how time flies so fast. We hope you had a 
fun filled Halloween. It is already November and 
the colder weather is approaching! We will be 
using warm hats and jackets, and soon we will 
need mittens, scarves, snowsuit/pants, and 
boots. If you have, you could also bring splash 
pants. Leaves are now falling off our trees- 
good sensory play, trees will be bare soon and 
branches will be filled with snow later on. 
On this month, November 11th, we will also be 
celebrating Remembrance Day.  We will take a 
minute of silence to remember those soldiers 
who died serving our country and those still 
serving. This is a time to reflect on our freedom, 
rights and appreciation for how we have this.   

For programming, we will continue to 
learn about “Animals” and we will 
focus on the different habitats such 

as marine, polar, dessert, wetlands and 
rainforest.  We will learn the differences between each habitat and the kind of animals that live there.



Toddlers

The temperature is dropping, the leaves are changing colour and there 
are pumpkins everywhere—it must be fall! 

Welcome autumn with one of these simple crafts or activities.  

• Lego print Pumpkin 
With two different ways to craft, older and younger kids can make their 
own versions of a colourful fall tree 

• Autumn Apple Stamps 
Autumn is apple season. Decorate 
paper, t-shirts, tea towels or aprons 
with these 

Preschoolers

Happy November! Preschool One will be 
learning about the environment.  Some 
topics we covered were saving energy, 
recycling and saving water. Our goal for 
this month is to discuss a wide variety of 
topics that cover our environment, 
including the solar system, the elements 
and the seasons of the year and 
community helpers. We have been 
utilizing our fine motor skills for various 
crafts, practicing our letter recognition, 
counting and sorting objects related to 
our environment. For circle time, we will 

read along to various stories that 
cover energy saving, our planet 

Earth, and the Four seasons of 
the year. For Science and 

Sensory, we plan to utilize the outdoors and nature to learn about everyday objects we see 
outside, including the changing colours of the leaves and pine cones.  



`

Event Calendar

This month focus in Preschool One is to 
teach children how they can make a 
difference in saving our planet. We are 
very excited about all the different things 
we are going to share with our friends 
and families this coming month! 

Goodbye October and Hello November! As winter is quickly 
approaching, let’s enjoy what’s left of the autumn season. 
Luckily, the month of November is our last opportunity to 
indulge in fun fall activities at home! Whether it be 
decorating your homes with pumpkins or making delicious 
desserts, you can engage in numerous educational activities 
with your children! 

Nov
5th Crazy Sock Day Remembrance Day

Nov
11th

Disney Day

Nov
17th Jersey Day

Nov
27th

Diwali

Nov
14th

First Sunday of 
Advent

Nov
29th



Learning Fun

Reviews

My little one just started attending Lullaboo Nursery & Childcare Centre and she absolutely 
loves it. The teachers & staff (Ms. Sabrina, Ms. Carla, Ms. Lea, Ms. Mouna, Ms. Kulwinder, Ms. 
Hanan - to name a few) are wonderful. They are all so friendly and genuinely care and my little 

one, who is generally a bit shy, but my little one gravitates towards them and her eyes light up 
whenever she sees the teachers/staff. What I really like about the Lullaboo centre is that I receive a 
report after I pick-up my little one and it lists everything that my little one did throughout the day. It is 
packed with all types of activities (math, art, science, etc) . .. I'm even made aware of how often and 
long my little one napped. I'm also given pictures of my little one participating in the activity of the 
day or just playing around. It's such a nice treat to see that my little one had a nice day and was 
having fun. I can already see changes and positive developments in my little one's behaviour. She is 
becoming a bit more independent, more playful and curious. 
The meals they provide are very healthy and my little one definitely enjoys them. I really like that she 
gets some play time outside in the morning and afternoon - something that I would not have the 
luxury of time to do if I kept her at home. 
One awesome thing that Lullaboo does is they plan fun activities/themes for the kids almost every 
week. For instance, they have a crazy sock day, Disney day, PJ day and for Halloween the kids 
dressed in costume and they all received a small pumpkin. 
The staff were very friendly and helpful in answering my questions. This made me feel very confident 
about sending my little one to Lullaboo. I asked for another tour (after COVID) and was able to have 
a virtual tour of the facilities and I was able to see the kitchen where the food is prepared fresh and 
daily by a chef. 
In general, we are extremely happy with the Centre!

The Apple Taste Activity is a wonderful way to 
incorporate the sense of taste into a great 
educational activity. Not only that, but it also 
sneaks in vocabulary, math, and science – all in 
one delicious lesson! You can discuss the 
sense of taste, classify the apples by colour, 
count the apples, count the children and 
figure out how many pieces you need. 
Here is a list of words that can help describe 
each taste: 
• juicy/wet 
• crunchy/hard/loud/crisp 
• shiny/dull/bright/dark 
• mushy/soft 
• sour/sweet/bitter/tangy
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Sometimes parenting can be tough, and if some days you feel this way know that you are not alone. 
Your efforts are making a difference and have an impact. A question that I always find myself asking 
is “How can I ensure that I am making a difference with my kids?” Here are a few staple steps I use 
and believe they will help guide you through daily stressors that may be causing you some anxiety 
especially during this current pandemic that we are all facing.  
  
Show Love: While it sounds simple, the more your children feel the love you have for them the more 
positive responses you will have with them.   
Do your best: Your children look up to you no matter how you feel, you are their role model. Always 
be sure to reflect the best version of yourself.  
Talk to your children: As a parent we spend so much time talking to our children, try not to slip into a 
lecture mode about something difficult you need to talk to them about. Remember to talk with them 
and not at them. Ask open ended questions, to get their ideas, insights and input. (All age 
appropriate) You will find that this may help them with listening and learning from the situation.  
Celebrate EVERY success: Children thrive on every acknowledgement or praise that they receive, so 
don’t forget to do this every chance you get.  While academic and athletic praise is obvious, don’t 
forget to celebrates the little milestones. Being Kind, helping set the table, cleaning up their toys or 
making their own bed are all successors that should be celebrated and are learning moments to help 
build their confidence and they will remember how they felt the next time they need to share that toy. 
Doing this will also help eliminate the triggers that lead to a meltdown or tantrum.  
Think positive: The benefits of positive thinking are some of the greatest contributors to improved 
health and well-being and not to mention a great way to help minimize or eliminate stress. When you 
choose to have a positive outlook, you’ll naturally be more optimistic, be open minded and your 
approach will be so contagious to those who surround you, especially your children.  
  
As parents we also need to take care of ourselves and while we find ourselves stuck doing the same 
things day in and day out, we need to find time for ourselves to ensure that we are mentally prepared 
for the next day. Take some time and take a yoga or cardio class, read a book, listen to soothing music, 
light a candle or even journal writing. Whatever activity you may choose, make some time and do it for 
you, we all need time to unwind for our mental health. 
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